Metallomics in Multidisciplinary Research and the Analytical Advances
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INTRODUCTION

Metallomics is a research field focusing on the systematic study of the interactions and functional connections of metallome with genes, proteins, metabolites, and other biomolecules within organisms.1-5 The field provides a global and systematic understanding of the metal uptake, trafficking, role and excretion in biological systems, and potentially to be able to predict all of these in silico using bioinformatics.6,7

The term “metallomics” was coined by Haraguchi in 2002 as “integrated biometal science” while the term “metallome” was used by RJP Williams in 2001, referring to “an element distribution or a free element content in a cellular compartment or a whole cell.” Metallomics has also gained increasing attention among scientists working outside of the biological fields, such as in nanoscience, environmental science, agriculture science, biomedical science, food science, geoscience, toxicological science, materials science, and analytical science.6,8-14

METALLOMICS IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

The convergence of metallomics with other research fields has led to new research directions (Fig. 1). Nanometallomics was initiated as a branch of metallomics in nanoscience in 201015. It involves the global study of the biological effects of metal-related nanomaterials.16,17 The study of the effects of metal(loid)-based nanomaterials on the homeostasis of essential elements is also considered nanometallomics, and this research plays a central role in nanotoxicology.18 Recently, nanometallomics was further expanded to include non-metallic nanomaterials such as carbon- and silicon-based nanomaterials for elemental homeostasis in biological systems.19

In environmental science, understanding the roles of environmental pollutants, such as metal(loid)s, on human health is highly desirable.20 In 2006, “environmental metallomics” was proposed to monitor metal pollution using metalloproteins.21

Fig. 1 The branches of metallomics and analytical techniques. Nanometallomics, environmetallomics, agrometallomics, metrometallomics, clinimetallomics, medimetallomics, radiometallomics, matermetallomics, archaeometallomics, geometallomics, and astrometallomics are proposed as new fields. Large scientific facilities like synchrotron radiation and neutron and muon sources provide cutting-edge techniques for metallomics together with commercially available instruments like (MC)-ICP-MS.
Environmetallomics was first proposed as an environmental branch of metallomics in 2016.\textsuperscript{22} It was defined as the study on “(i) the entirety of metal and metalloid species that can induce toxic effects on living organisms at an environmentally relevant concentration range; (ii) all metals and metalloids within a biological system which homeostasis could be directly or indirectly interfered and regulated to induce potential adverse effects.”\textsuperscript{23} However, studies on the effects of other environmental pollutants, such as persistent organic pollutants, on elemental homeostasis are also desired to be included in environmetallomics.

In agriculture science, it is necessary to understand the roles of metal(loid)s in ensuring the yield and quality of agricultural products and food safety for humans. Agrometallomics was recently proposed as an interdisciplinary area between agriculture science and metallomics to fulfill this purpose.\textsuperscript{24}

In this issue, we are very pleased to see more branches of metallomics such as metrometallomics,\textsuperscript{25} clinimetallomics,\textsuperscript{26} radiometallomics,\textsuperscript{27} matermetallomics,\textsuperscript{28} and archaeometallomics\textsuperscript{29} have been proposed, reflecting the prosperity of the metallomics field.

Metrometallomics, coined by Feng et al.\textsuperscript{25}, is the qualitative and quantitative measurement of metallic analytes in metrological science, including the establishment of reference methods with uncertainty evaluation and the development of certified reference materials. In their review, the authors discussed the application of ICP-MS for the development of certified reference materials of metalloproteins, suggesting that metrometallomics can be a useful tool in metrological science.

Li et al.\textsuperscript{26} proposed the application of clinimetallomics for disease diagnosis using clinical samples such as urine, blood, and tissue. In their research article, Li et al. established an HPLC-ICP-MS method for the determination of arsenic species in urine samples from patients with arsenism. The arsenic species in urine were monitored after clinical treatment, revealing that As(III) was excreted.

Radioactive metallic elements can cause radiation damage and heavy-metal pollution, posing health risks to humans. Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{27} used radiometallomics to unravel the ecological and biological metabolism and behaviors of radioactive metal elements. In their review, Zhao et al. studied uranium in environmental matrices using conventional and synchrotron radiation-based radiometallomics methods. However, systematic studies on the biological effects of radio-medicines and radio-tracers can also be regarded as radiometallomics.

Materials are important for societal development, and novel materials are always desired for various applications. Materials genomics is a useful tool for the development of new materials.\textsuperscript{30} In this issue, Wang et al.\textsuperscript{28} proposed matermetallomics as a tool to clarify the role and function of metal elements in materials, focusing on the study of the distribution, species, and concentration of metal elements in micro and macro structures. This is the first attempt to apply metallomics outside the life-related sciences.

Cultural relics are leftovers from ancient human activities, and are important for archeological research. Feng et al.\textsuperscript{29} proposed archaeometallomics as a tool to systematically study the role of trace elements in cultural relics. They studied the origin, dating, color mechanism, and firing technology of ancient ceramics through archaeometallomics.

In addition to their role in the above-mentioned branches of metallomics, metal(loid)s play an interesting role in the study of evolution and the origin of life, which involves the examination of geological samples such as fossils.\textsuperscript{31} In this case, geometallomics, which combines metallomics with geological science, can be utilized. One example is a study on the elemental signatures in teeth from the extinct Australopithecus africanus, which found that dietary stress contributed to the disappearance of this genus.\textsuperscript{32} Furthermore, the exploration of extraterrestrial life combined with metallomics is called astrometallomics. It is an innovative combination of metallomics and astronomy that aids in the search for extraterrestrial life, including the increasing cosmic explorations to the Moon and Mars.\textsuperscript{33}

**THE ANALYTICAL ADVANCES IN METALLOMICS**

High-throughput analytical methods for quantification, speciation, distribution, and structure analysis are required in metallomics studies.\textsuperscript{34} Isotopic analysis is attracting increasing attention in metallomics.\textsuperscript{35} In this issue, Yuan et al.\textsuperscript{36} reported an accurate method for analyzing iron isotopes in iron-dominated minerals using excimer laser ablation MC-ICP-MS. Beauchemin et al.\textsuperscript{37} applied a continuous on-line leaching method with ICP-MS using a $^{206}$Pb/$^{207}$Pb isotopic ratio for source identification of the bio-accessible lead.

In addition to the commercially available instruments showcased by contributors in this issue,\textsuperscript{25,26,28,36,37} large scientific facilities also play a vital role in providing cutting-edge techniques for metallomics.\textsuperscript{8,38} For example, in this issue, synchrotron radiation-based radiometallomics was covered by Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{27} and archaeometallomics by Feng et al.\textsuperscript{29}. The application of nuclear analytical techniques, including synchrotron radiation, neutron sources, and radioactive nuclides, has been summarized in reports on nanometallomics for nanotoxicological study.\textsuperscript{39,40} Muonic X-rays produced in muon facilities have also been used for elemental and imaging analysis. Their merits include being nondestructive and sensitive to light elements and depth analysis, and they have been used to detect Li in Li-ion batteries.\textsuperscript{41}
Cells are the basic structural and functional units of living organisms. Owing to the heterogeneity and diversity of individual cells, single-cell analysis is of great importance. Wang et al. quantified gold nanoparticles in single cells with time-resolved ICP-MS, a process which can be regarded as single-cell metallomics. Single-cell-based mass cytometry represents a breakthrough technique for the biomedical sciences and precision medicine. Furthermore, the study of the spatial distribution (the 2D, 3D, and even 4D) of metallomes is called spatial metallomics, and this has been applied in nanotoxicological research.

Comparative metallomics, proposed by Szpunar, involves the monitoring of changes in the metabolome as a function of time and exposure to external stimuli. It has been applied to screen the neurotoxicity of chemicals such as mercury. Comparative nanometallomics was recently proposed as a new tool for nanosafety evaluation and has been showcased using selenium nanoparticles as an example.

With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2, the health of human around the world has been under severe threat. Although RT-PCR and antigen tests are used for the screening of COVID-19, they have drawbacks like high cost, long processing time and false-negative results of these methods, etc. Comparative metallomics have the merits of high throughput, low risk of cross-infection, less cost and more readily availability. In this issue, Li et al. propose to apply metallomics for the screening of COVID-19 and drug development and present an operational work scheme.

Medimetallomics combines metallomics with medical science. An excellent example of this is a study aimed at discovering drugs to treat the emerging COVID-19 disease. Sun et al. found that ranitidine bismuth citrate suppressed SARS-CoV-2 replication and relieved virus-associated pneumonia in Syrian hamsters by disrupting the functions of helicase and other essential viral enzymes. Selenium was also found to have antiviral effects against COVID-19.
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